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DATE:  May 3, 2022 

 

TO:  All Prospective Proposers 

 

FROM: Beth Kirk 

  Director of Procurement 

  410-837-5714 

 

RE: ADDENDUM 2 to RFP UB-21-BK-20, Website Redesign Services 

      

The following amends the above referenced Solicitation documents.    Receipt of this 

addendum is to be acknowledged by completing the enclosed "Acknowledgement of Receipt 

of Addenda Form” and including it in the Technical Proposal. 

 

1. Attached to this Addendum 2 are the questions received and the University’s responses.  
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDA FORM 

 

 

 

FOR:  RFP UB-21-BK-20, Website Redesign Services 

 

 

TECHNICAL AND FEE PROPOSAL DUE DATE:    
                                                May 12, 2022 at 10:00 AM ET   

 

NAME OF PROPOSER: ________________________________________                                                  

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDA 

 

 The undersigned, hereby acknowledges the receipt of the following addenda: 

 

Addendum No.      1     dated 4-29-2022 

 

Addendum No.      2       dated 5-3-2022 

  

Addendum No.              dated      

  

Addendum No.              dated      

 

Addendum No.             dated      

 

As stated in the Solicitation/RFP documents, this form is included in our Technical Proposal. 

 

 

 _____________________________ 

Signature 

 

______________________________ 

Name Printed  

 

            

Title 

 

______________________________ 

Date 

 

 

END OF FORM 



Q 

No. 

Adden. 

No. 

Question UBALT Response 

1 2 1. Can you share a budget? 

 

UBalt’s budget for this project is approximately $350-400k.  

2 2 2. Your current site has a primary navigation, each of the schools (for 

example, Law, http://law.ubalt.edu/;) has its own primary navigation 

which is slightly different then the other schools primary navigation. 

Can you confirm that for each of the school sites (CAS, CPA, MSB 

and LAW) you will want a unique design, plus its own sitemap or 

should we plan to standardize the sitemap and have one for all 

schools? 

 

UBalt is seeking a cohesive design across the schools that 

keeps a common main menu and allows for unique submenus 

for each school.  

3 2 3. Do you need a content strategy? 

 

Yes, UBalt is seeking an audience-focused, user-centered, 

goal-driven strategy for enrollment and awareness. This will 

include a strategy for external audience and internal audience 

content. 

4 2 4. For the library page, the search box on the homepage takes the user 

into a new portal, should we assume this will remain as is? 

 

Yes. 

5 2 5. You reference admission pages for all schools, are you interested in 

one admission page template that can be customized with content for 

each of the schools, or do you expect to have a different user 

experience and page layout for each of the admissions pages? 

 

One admission page template that can be customized with 

content for each of the schools. 

6 2 6. Items such as migration are typically handled by Modern Campus 

when they do the development, is that your expectation as well? 

 

The awarded firm shall provide project review, project 

management, ongoing communications and UX/UI testing 

during the implementation handled by Modern Campus 

 

The awarded firm shall recommend a migration strategy 

handled by a combination of automated tools, Modern Campus, 

the agency and UBalt internal content managers for all the 

content. 

 

There are content managers in most UBalt departments and 

schools who will be partial resources for migration. Content 

update is a small portion of their positions. 

 

http://law.ubalt.edu/


It is also expected that part of the training offered by the 

awarded firm shall include content strategy for content 

managers. 

 

7 2 7. From a performance point of view, what is the biggest issue the school 

faces right now? Specifically the recruitment, retention, reputation.  

How is the school doing in these areas, good, bad, unchanged? How 

much does the website play a role in your vision for the new site? 

Example. a website is often the largest recruiting tool, but in some 

cases plays no role in retention. Is this accurate for UB? 

 

 

School challenges include but are not limited to: 

Enrollment, awareness and brand cohesion 

  

Website’s role in vision: 

The public website will be a marketing tool for an external 

audience, primarily focused on enrollment and external 

relations. Branding across the new website will reflect the 

school’s strategy for brand cohesion. 

8 2 What is driving the redesign at this time? 

 

A redesign has been prioritized for purposes of  

• Providing a fully responsive website 

• Increase engagement, enrollment, and retention 

• Need consistent intuitive audience-based navigation  

• Update and improve the Look and Feel 

• Improve the user experience 

• Make the website more interactive 

• Need to reduce content sprawl  

• Need branding cohesion throughout the website 

 

9 2 8. Will there be one team for all the schools, or should we expect to work 

with a team from the law school, and another for the CPA, etc.? 

 

There will be representatives for all schools yet there will be a 

core project team including website manager and project 

manager that the firm will primarily coordinate with.  

10 2 9. How big is the web team? 

 

UBalt’s web team consist of one Marketing and Creative Web 

Systems Manager. UBalt’s technical web staff is in the 

Technology group. 

 

Listed below are the UBalt roles available for this project with 

approximate availability for the duration of the project.  

 

• 1 web systems manager at 50%  

• 1 web developer at 25% 

• 20 web content managers across representing the 

schools and libraries at 15% 

• 6 additional marketing and creative team members at 



15% 

• 1 project manager at 40% 

 

Proposers are to consider the University’s team when 
proposing your firm’s proposed team members to ensure 
project deliverables are completed timely.  
 

11 2 10. For MBE, we will agree 100% to meet the stated %, however, we have 

not yet vetted any firms to act as subcontractors, based on attachment 

D, it seems that we can agree on Page 9, part 1 - MBE Participation to 

intend to meet in full all the goals, However, when we move to Part 3, 

it asks us to name these firms we are supposed to work with. We are 

unable to do that yet, since we have not reviewed and vetted any firms 

for quality and performance.  

11.  

12. Can we leave part 3 blank at this point? How do we respond to this? 

Proposers may include in the schedule “prospective” MBES, if 

an MBE firm has not been officially hired/selected by the 

Proposer. However, Proposers must have their firms selected, 

vetted and approved by the University prior to award or the 

execution of the contract. The University reserves it’s right to 

revoke an award if the MBE suppliers are not selected and 

approved at the time designated by the University. The 

University may than award the next top qualified firm.  

12 2 13. Do you expect to contract directly with the MBE firm, for their portion 

of the project, or are we expected to contract with them, and be 

responsible for their output? 

 

The awarded firm shall directly contract with their selected 

MBE firms. The University will not directly contract with the 

MBE firms selected/hired by the awarded prime contractor. 

The University will require the awarded prime contractor to 

provide a point of contact for each MBE in order for the 

University to track and validate payments made to the MBE 

during the life of the project/contract.  

13 2 14. Are we to include a proposal from Modern Campus in our response; 

including their pricing, or have you already received that? 

 

Proposals do not need to include Modern Campus’ pricing. 

Proposers do not need to provide this platform.  

14 2 15. Your payment schedule has 50% tied to the launch of the site, however 

the design and front-end code will be complete 4 to 5 months ahead of 

the launch, since it’s expected that we hand off to Modern Campus, 

and they provide their services under that existing contract with your 

school.  

16.  

17. We do not believe it is fair that we need to wait to get paid when our 

work is complete upon handoff and the rest of the project will be run 

by Modern Campus; under an existing contract with the school and 

completely out of our control.  

The awarded firm shall be responsible with ensuring Modern 

Campus’ role and responsibilities are performed as required 

which include but is not limited to; HTML implementation to 

the CMS. 

 

The awarded firm shall work with Modern Campus until the 

website launch. Although, Modern Campus shall be 

responsible for the HTML implementation, the awarded firm 

shall provide project review, project management, ongoing 

communications and testing during the HTML implementation 

to the CMS. 

 



18. Can this be reconsidered? We understand we can provide an 

alternative schedule; however, we don't want to be penalized because 

we do. 

 

An alternative payment schedule can be proposed. UBalt may 

not accept proposed alternative payment schedules. UBalt will 

retain a portion of the payment until the full completion and 

approval of the services.  

15 2 19. What does this mean? "Team Dynamix link provided at a later date 

under a subsequent Addendum" we are not familiar with Team 

Dynamix, is this a system you use? 

 

Firms will be provided under Addendum 1 a link to submit 

their proposals. This link is powered by software Team 

Dynamix.  

16 2 Are there any licenses the awarded firm shall be responsible to provide 

and or maintain, for example: Calendar, Faculty Directory, Emergency 

Alerts, Course Catalog, and Blogs that need to be on Modern Campus.  

No.  

17 2 Does this budget include CMS implementation costs for Modern 

Campus? 

 

The awarded firm is not required to provide the University a 

Modern Campus license.  

18 2 How many pages do you envision being included in the site 

taxonomy/site map deliverable? 

 

Currently the site is at approximately 5,000. An unknown 

number are content for internal audiences. It is UBalt’s desire 

to reduce the volume of public content, through discovery we 

can determine how much page reduction is feasible.  

19 2 Can you confirm the expected output of deliverable IV-2-c (layouts)? 

We read this as three overall design themes for the website to choose 

from, with the selected theme then being applied to the 13 different 

pages you have listed.  

 

Yes, three overall website designs/themes.  

 

Each overall website design/theme shall include a minimum of 

one-page design/layout for each of the 13 different pages listed. 

FYI – The school website can have a common landing page 

design/layout. 

20 2 Are you looking for a full intranet/internal site design? There is 

mention of a strategy to identify content, providing a strategy for 

migrating internal content, and a concept for separating internal 

audiences. Can you confirm the end goal and deliverables? 

No, we do not expect the awarded firm to provide a full 

intranet design. The deliverables include but may not be 

limited to, in order:  

1. Provide a strategy for identifying current public content that 

is for an internal audience only 

2. Develop a strategy for migrating the internal content that 

would include determination of timing of migration, potential 

training related to migration.  

 

The end goal is that internal only content will not be on the 

newly designed site.  

 

The firm may opt to provide a holistic strategy for a Microsoft 

SharePoint intranet.  



21 2 Do you envision any content outside of the pages mentioned in the 

RFP being created by the agency? If so, do you have an estimate on 

the number of pages? 

 

No, the RFP represents all the of the pages to be created. In the 

event additional pages are required, UBalt may request the 

awarded firm to provide a quote, at a later date.  

22 2 Do you anticipate the agency migrating all content from the previous 

site to Modern Campus, or will that be handled by Modern Campus or 

internally? 

 

The awarded firm shall recommend a migration strategy 

handled by a combination of automated tools, Modern Campus, 

the agency and UBalt internal content managers for all the 

content from the previous site.   

 

There are content managers in most UBalt departments and 

schools who will be partial resources for migration. Content 

update is a small portion of their positions. 

 

An unknown number are content for internal audiences. It is 

UBalt’s goal to reduce the volume of public content, through 

discovery we can determine how much page reduction is 

feasible. 

 

The awarded firm shall provide training in  content strategy for 

content managers. 

 

 

 

23 2 Do you anticipate the agency to provide training on the new web 

environment and modules, or will that be handled by Modern 

Campus? 

 

The awarded firm shall provide training on content strategy 

and new modules implemented 

24 2 What type of post-launch support are you envisioning from the agency 

(assuming you have a support agreement with Modern Campus)? 

 

• Coordinating the resolution of design and accessibility 

issues resulting from the launch 

• The awarded firm shall provide training on content 

strategy and new modules implemented 

 

25 2 Can you confirm what is meant by “visual proof of CMS integration” 

as a deliverable? 

 

This refers to a walkthrough of the delivered website design 

and working apps and functions implemented on the CMS 

platform. 



26 2 If the agency is not responsible for HTML development or CMS 

implementation, can the payment schedule be negotiated so less than 

50% is due at “project completion”? 

 

The awarded firm shall be responsible with ensuring Modern 

Campus’ role and responsibilities are performed as required 

which include but is not limited to; HTML implementation to 

the CMS. 

 

The awarded firm shall work with Modern Campus until the 

website launch. Although, Modern Campus shall be 

responsible for the HTML implementation, the awarded firm 

shall provide project review, project management, ongoing 

communications and testing during the HTML implementation 

to the CMS. 

 

An alternative payment schedule can be proposed. UBalt may 

not accept proposed alternative payment schedules. UBalt will 

retain a portion of the payment until the full completion and 

approval of the services. 

27 2 
This solicitation shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions 

of the University System of Maryland's (USM) Procurement Policies 

and Procedures, but such policies weren’t included.  

 

Visit: 

 

https://www.usmd.edu/usm/procurement/procedures.html 

28 2 
Can UBalt confirm whether it prefers RFP submission via email to the 

procurement contact or via Team Dynamix (if the latter, can you 

please provide the hyperlink)? 

 

See Addenda 1, the Team Dynamix link is provided.  

29 2 
Can UB share who will be on the evaluation committee for this RFP? 

 

Various stakeholders will make-up the evaluation committee.  

30 2 
Do you expect the hired vendor to rethink how data is currently 

structured in served dynamically from your current CMS to your 

application type pages? Or, for pages like your program directory, 

should the emphasis be on the front-end design? 

 

The awarded firm shall ensure the determined content strategy 

deployed/used shall result in a website that is  audience-

focused, user-centered, goal-driven strategy for enrollment and 

awareness. This should be reflected in both the content and 

design strategy. 

31 2 
Are you open to a phased approach where on-page content updates and 

information architecture changes are made on the current version of 

the site prior to implementation of the new visual design? 

 

Proposers may propose a phased approach. The University may 

also consider a phase approach after award with the awarded 

firm to determine the feasibility of the approach after the 

discovery phase.  



32 2 
Assuming that each of the schools will have their own information 

architecture and on page content strategy, how unique should the 

visual design of each of these sites be? Do you want them to feel like a 

cohesive system or should they each have their own unique visual 

expression of the brand? 

 

Answered in Question 2. 

33 2 
What format should the templates be in that are handed over the CMS 

vendor? 

 

We anticipate the format will be HTML yet this would be 

confirmed between the vendor and Modern Campus after the 

project work begins.  

34 2 Section IV-3 (Implementation Plan) mentions technical resources for 

implementing to existing servers and CMS. Will HTML 

implementation be the responsibility of the agency or Modern 

Campus? 

 

The awarded firm shall be responsible with ensuring Modern 

Campus’ role and responsibilities are performed as required 

which include but is not limited to; HTML implementation to 

the CMS. 

 

The awarded firm shall work with Modern Campus until the 

website launch. Although, Modern Campus shall be 

responsible for the HTML implementation, the awarded firm 

shall provide project review, project management, ongoing 

communications and testing during the HTML implementation 

to the CMS. 

 

35 2 
Do you expect the vendor partner to write all new copy and select 

specific images for the new template pages? Or is the vendor’s 

responsibility just to make a strategic recommendation for in-house 

production? 

 

The awarded firm shall create new copy and create/select 

images for the new template. 

 

UBalt has original photography and video assets. It is expected 

that new assets would be used in addition to existing ones.  

 

36 2 
What level of creative development is required for video 

scripts/storyboards? High level strategic messaging recommendations 

or production-ready creative? 

 

The awarded firm is not anticipated to write video scripts. The 

awarded firm shall create text (copy) and photos for new 

navigation areas and for pages in section IV.  

 

UBalt has original photography and video assets. It is expected 

that new assets would be used in addition to existing ones.  

 

UBalt is seeking an audience-focused, user-centered, goal-

driven strategy for enrollment and awareness. This will include 

a strategy for external audience and internal audience content. 



 

 

37 2 
Whose responsibility is content entry? 

 

Various content managers shall be responsible for content 

entry. There are content managers in most UBalt departments 

and schools who will be partial resources for migration. 

Content update is a small portion of their positions. 

 

It is also expected that part of the training offered by the 

awarded firm shall include content strategy for content 

managers. 

 

The awarded firm shall write new copy for new navigation 

areas and for pages in section IV. The awarded firm shall the 

provide content entry and migration on key pages and content 

from the previous site. 

 

The awarded firm shall recommend a migration strategy 

handled by a combination of automated tools, Modern Campus, 

the agency and UBalt internal content managers for all the 

content from the previous site.   

 

38 2 
Do you have an example that demonstrates your expectations for a 

web style guide? How comprehensive would you like it to be? 

 

Our current web style guide is http://www.ubalt.edu/about-

ub/offices-and-services/marketing-and-creative-services/the-

ub-brand/web-style-guide.cfm.  

 

The new guide should be as comprehensive as the current one, 

at a minimum. 

39 2 
What is the anticipated level of collaboration and frequency of 

communication between the selected vendor and Modern Campus? 

 

The awarded firm shall ensure the appropriate frequency of 

communication is established to successfully achieve the 

project goals. The awarded firm is expected to lead the 

coordination with Modern Campus as it relates to:  

 

* Project Stages – Stage 2 – 2, 3 

* Project Deliverables 2f, 3f, 4b, 4d, and 4f as appropriate 

 

The awarded firm shall have project team member support 

from UBalt, however, the contractor shall to provide subject 

matter expertise and overall management of this collaboration.  

 

40 2 
It is assumed that the selected vendor will provide overarching 

strategic guidance for how to layout content using the new templates. 

The awarded firm shall provide training on content strategy 

and new modules implemented. The awarded firm can leverage 

http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/marketing-and-creative-services/the-ub-brand/web-style-guide.cfm
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/marketing-and-creative-services/the-ub-brand/web-style-guide.cfm
http://www.ubalt.edu/about-ub/offices-and-services/marketing-and-creative-services/the-ub-brand/web-style-guide.cfm


Will Modern Campus provide technical documentation and training 

for editors who enter content into the CMS? 

 

existing Modern Campus technical documentation where 

applicable and available.  

41 2 Does the University of Baltimore prefer to have all costs provided 

through a single response (i.e. both front-end design and 

implementation)? 

 

Proposers shall provide pricing per the RFP instructions, 

including but not limited to: itemized pricing separate front-end 

pricing and implementation and a lump sum fee (front-end 

design and implementation) for all required services 

42 2 Does the University of Baltimore want Modern Campus to provide 

pricing for implementation on Modern Campus RFP response? 

 

Modern Campus CMS is implemented at UBalt. Proposers are 

to include additional pricing for any Modern Campus 

applications enabled. UBalt may elect to procure additional 

licenses and applicable implementation cost for new apps 

separate from this RFP.  

43 2 Is the goal to share templates/design elements/CMS modules through 

each of the domains mentioned within the RFP? 

 

UBalt is seeking a cohesive design across the schools that 

keeps a common main menu and allows for unique submenus 

for each school.  

 

All the templates/design elements/CMS modules should be 

shared. 

44 2 Is there a desired budget for the total project, or elements of the project 

(i.e. front-end design, implementation, content migration)? 

 

UBalt’s budget for this total project is approximately $350-

400k. 

45 2 Will Cold Fusion continue to be utilized going forward? 

 

Yes. 

46 2 Do you have Cold Fusion developers on staff?   

 

Yes, there is 1 available CF developer with approximately 25% 

availability for the duration of the project.  

47 2 Confirm Word Press sites are not in scope of this RFP   

 

Wordpress sites are not in scope. 

48 2 Section III Project Stages: Stages 1 and 2 are clear as to the steps in 

each stage. Are you expecting a comprehensive approach applying the 

steps in each stage to the entire Ubalt digital ecosystem, including the 

subsites, or, are you looking for discreet Stage 1 and Stage 2 

deliverables for the primary domain and each subsite?  

 

In other words, are you looking for a single comprehensive strategy or 

strategies for each site? As an example, conduct competitive analysis 

for ubalt.edu and a separate competitive analysis for ubalt.edu/cpa, and 

ubalt.edu/merrick, and so on for all additional subsites?  

 

UBalt seeks a comprehensive approach yet the competitive 

analysis would address any relevant differences for subsites.  

49 2 “Provide a strategy for identifying and migrating internal 

audience content off of the public facing website.” Are you looking 

This is not part of the scope of this project. The awarded firm 

may opt to provide pricing specific to the migration. The 

migration would be to Microsoft Sharepoint.  



to your partner to provide this content migration to internal pages once 

the content strategy is finalized?  

 

50 2 Does Ubalt have original photography and video assets? Or do 

new/additional assets need to be developed?  

 

UBalt does have original photography and video assets. It is 

expected that new assets would be used in addition to existing 

ones.  

51 2 Are the pages/templates behind the MYUB login area in scope for this 

RFP?  

 

No, they are not, however the awarded firm is expected to 

understand the makeup of UBalt’s web ecosystem, which 

includes the MyUB portal. This understanding would be 

surfaced during discovery.  

52 2 For clarity, the vendor should provide text (copy), actual photos and/or 

write video scripts for new navigation areas and for pages in section 

IV?  

 

The awarded frim is not required to write video scripts. The 

awarded firm shall  create text (copy) and photos for new 

navigation areas and for pages in section IV.  

 

UBalt has original photography and video assets. It is expected 

that new assets would be used in addition to existing ones.  

 

53 2 Is there an estimate as to how many pages in total across all the sites 

will need to be migrated? 

 

At this time, no. Currently the site is at approximately 5,000. 

An unknown number are content for internal audiences. A goal 

the project is to reduce the volume of public content, through 

discovery the awarded firm and UBalt shall determine how 

much page reduction is feasible. 

54 2 Under Section II > Scope of Work > IV. Project Deliverables #3c 

and 3d. 

a. 3c. “Finalized designs selected from 2.3”  

b. 3d. “Technical validation of items 2.6 – 2.9”  

c. Could you please clarify what these numbers 2.3 and 

2.6 – 2.9 refer to?   

 

Refer to:  

 

3c. Finalized designs selected from 2c. 

3d. Technical validation of items from 2e-h  

55 2 What is the budget for the project (Stages 1 and 2 and expected 

Deliverables under Section IV)?  

 

The budget for specific stages is not available. The total budget 

for the project is approximately $350-400k.  

56 2 Interviews/Oral Presentations/Discussion Sessions and Second Phase 

Technical Evaluation sessions. Are these expected to be in person on 

campus, or virtual?  

 

These activities will be held virtually.  

57 2 How will the chosen vendor for RFP_UB-22-V-14 for 

Advertising/Marketing/Web Services work with the vendor that is 

selected for this RFP?  

Specifically: 

The awarded firm for RFP_UB-22-V-14 would support these 

activities as determined by the firm chosen for the web 

redesign project. 



a. On page 12 of the Advertising RFP it calls for 

Website, mobile and social site development, 

management and operational activities, including 

information architecture, content management, site 

design, metrics and other expertise as needed to 

enhance the digital impact of UBalt’s digital channels 

 

58 2 Is there any existing audience research available that might contribute 

to the success of this project?  

 

UBalt has internal branding taskforce workgroup strategy that 

may be helpful We will also make Google Analytics and 

Google Search Console data available to the agency. 

59 2 What other websites do you like that are similar in purpose or 

functionality to your site? 

 

Towson – We like the visual aspects- the movement of the 

pictures the motto right in the front, items that prospective 

students need to know right on the home page: explore 

academics, in-person tours, start your application, COVID 

updates at the bottom of the page.  Admission page has the 

number item students want to know Value and Affordability, 

videos on why choose Graduate program at TU, graduate 

website is clear and to the point.   

 

Bowie State - The site is attractive with pictures and items that 

show student life and services and value on front page which 

grabs your attention 

 

Coppin State - We like the movement on the front page 

 

East Carolina University  - Has “I am” and it provides a list of 

current, future student then the website changes based on what 

the person chooses.  

 

UNC Greensboro-  Student can create your own view book  

 

Suffolk University –  We like the Audience-focused, user-

centered, goal-driven approach 

 

60 2 Who are your primary competitors?  

 

Not really competitors per say, but: 

UMGC, Towson and Stevenson have great websites.  All of 

these websites bring excitement about the school and the 

education that one will receive by applying.  The websites are 

forward thinking and easy to navigate.  They seem logical. 

 

https://www.towson.edu/
https://www.bowiestate.edu/
https://www.coppin.edu/
https://www.ecu.edu/
https://grs.uncg.edu/
https://www.suffolk.edu/


61 2 Can you share your metrics for success?  

 

The public website will be a marketing tool for an external 

audience, primarily focused on enrollment and external 

relations  

 

Signals supporting High levels goals are measured: 

- An interest in becoming a UB student 

- An interest in specific UB programs 

- An interest in more information about UB 

- The number of leads initiated phone inquiries 

- The number of leads initiated web chat conversations 

- An interest in attending events 

- A request for more information 

- The number of leads who  register for an event (future) 

- The number of submitted applications 

- The number of people interested in freshmen 

- The number of people interested in transfer 

- The number of people interested in Graduate studies 

- The number of people interested in studying Law courses 

- The number of people interested in Give 

- The number of people interested in getting financial aid 

- The number of people interested in news 
 

62 2 Has a budget been allocated for this project? If so, can you provide us 

with any budget guidance? Would it be acceptable if our cost proposal 

has a range in cost at this stage of the process? 

 

See the response to Q#1.  

Costs shall not be provided as a range.  

63 2 Another RFP (RFP No. UB-22-B-14) for Marketing, Advertising and 

Web Services was recently issued.  Within that rfp it asks for vendors 

to have expertise in “website design/development”.  Please explain 

whether this new rfp is consistent with the rfp for website redesign 

services and how/if the vendors will need to work together. 

 

The awarded firm for RFP_UB-22-V-14 will support these 

activities as determined by the University and the awarded firm  

for the web redesign project. 

End of Addendum 2  
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